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Custom resolution for virtual webcam, fixed layer selection August 14, 2020 - Version 5.3 Now you can trim the main video and overlay July 10, 2020 0 - Version 5.2 With Better Chromakey and Advanced Audio Functions History full version Webcam on your PC can do more than just click on a selfie or
chat regularly using VoIP software like Skype. Combined with the right software, you can use a modest webcam to take wide-angle selfies with your friends and family, or even use it for surveillance purposes. Different users use their webcams in different ways, some want fancy effects to add spices to
their video feeds, while others want something that can only get the job done. Keep in mind the above points, we have compiled a list of the 10 best webcam software for Windows and Mac that stand out on certain parameters, be it their smooth user interface, the variety of editing tools, ease of use, etc.
So without delay, let's take a look at our list of the 10 best webcam software including free and paid options. 10 best webcam software in 2020 1. YouCam 9 Youcam is one of the most popular webcam software available, and for a good reason. A clean user interface, far from the cluttered interface you'll
find in other webcam software, makes YouCam a clear choice for beginners. But that doesn't mean the software is a barebones case, instead, it offers a rich array of editing tools, filters, and effects that have an impressive variety, to say the least. Scene filters, face distortion lenses, emojis, dynamic
effects, and stickers are just a few of them. General sound? Well, in that case, how about face 'Avatars', AR stickers, and live animations to make your video feed look like a well-edited movie? YouCam has it all, and then some more. YouCam can also be synchronized with services such as Skype and
Yahoo Messenger, and also supports face login functionality for platforms such as Facebook, Amazon, Twitter to name a few. Technically, YouCam saves images in a variety of formats (JPG, BMP, PNG) and is capable of recording videos in AVI and WMV (MP4, for systems with VGA tags) of file types in
resolutions from 240p to Full HD. Continuous shots are also on the table and users can manually adjust the shutter speed to their preferences. The only downside? The free trial only lasts 30 days, after which you will have to buy the paid version. Supported platforms: Windows 10, 8/8.1, 7, Vista SP2
Download YouCam (Free 30-day trial, paid version starting at $34.99) 2. ManyCam ManyCam is not alone as a webcam app, it can instead be called a comprehensive video editing tool, thanks to a lot of presets, filters and effects available at the user's will. You can add a variety of beauty effects such as
transitions, masks, emojis, and wallpapers to record and stream some video art. In addition, YouTube integration, Picture-in-Picture (PiP) mode and green screen are among the diverse feature sets that ManyCam offers. You can choose to shoot videos in multiple resolutions (240p, 480p, HD, FullHD,
etc.) at frame speeds of 5-60 FPS in a variety of formats such as MP4, MKV, and FLV. You can even adjust the sound bitrate values (between 96-192 kbps) and also apply a noise cancellation feature that works pretty well. Thanks to its extensive portfolio of editing tools and effects, ManyCam is a highly
recommended option, be it for creating tutorials, recording screen activity, or live streaming. Supported platforms: Microsoft Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, macOS 10.9, and later. Download ManyCam (Free, paid version starting at $24) 3. Debut Video Capture Software Not everyone is a big fan
of fancy filters and effects, and one or the other time we all want a no-frills solution. For such scenarios, Debut Video Capture is one of the best webcam software that has a clutter-free user interface that is its largest USP. (Talk about using MS-Paint to edit images). All you get in the name of the video
editing tools are basic variables such as contrast, saturation that can be adjusted using the slider and three viz video filters. &amp;B; W, Sepia and Negative. And yes, you get a watermark tool for a little bit of personalization that you want to add to your videos. When it comes to the technical aspects,
Debut Video Capture provides a significant amount of control for users. One can take screenshots in two types of viz files. JPG and PNG, while videos can be recorded in a variety of formats such as AVI, MKV, FLV, and WMV to name just a few. Users can flexibly record screen activity in three frame
ratios (11: 9, 16:3, 4:3) at a resolution from as low as 144p to HD, however, the frame rate seems to be fixed at 30FPS at all resolutions. Supported platforms: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10, and Mac OS X 10.5 or later Download Debut Video Recording Software (Free) 4. Yawcam Yawcam is a webcam
software whose USP is its simple interface, which more than makes it lack fancy effects with its clean approach to presenting core camera tools. However, the software is not bare-bones as it appears, because it offers a few quite convenient features such as converting images to movies, text/image
overlays, and motion detection that conveniently detects any activity from the webcam's point of view and sends users an email notifying them of the same thing. The images captured by the camera are saved in three viz formats. JPG, GIF, and PNG, while streams are processed by JavaScript and When
it comes to image editing, you don't have variables like saturation or vier to play with, as all that is handled by the software itself, and all you have to do is move a slider to adjust the image quality in You can also choose to show any image to your preferences to an online audience when you're offline.
Supported platforms: Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7/8/10 Download (Free) 5. Webcam Toy Download and install a third-party webcam software too big of a hassle? Well, in that case, Webcam Toy is your best option. If all you want is a snapshot, add some quirky distortion effects and filters to it without waiting
for the webcam software to load, go straight to Webcam Toy. Usin Webcam Toy is as simple as it can get. All you have to do is open the site, select 'Ready? Smile!' then click on the 'Use my camera' button to get started. You can choose from five presets (Mirror, Square, Countdown, Flash, Fullscreen)
and choose from wide array of effects from side scroll buttons. One can choose to save clicked or local images (JPG format only) or post them directly to social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter directly from the site. Supported platform: Web Visit Webcam Toy (Free) 6. Photo Booth Pro
When it comes to webcam software, slow loading speeds and camera latency are a common problem, but not for Photo Booth Pro. This software is not only zippy, it also has a variety of mirror effects and filters that can be checked in real time before recording videos or clicking on photos. Photo Booth
offers effects such as axial mirror effects, distorted lenses, blur effects, and art filters to express your creativity. And hey, there's also an interesting photo range feature that will allow you to take four photos with different filters and organize them into a range, with a composition that can be tweaked later.
Images are saved in local JPG format and can also be uploaded on OneDrive. Moreover, one can also post them on Facebook and Twitter directly from Photo Booth Pro. On the other, the video was shot in MP4 format at two frame ratios of 16:9 and 4:3 respectively, however, the resolution and frame rate
are fixed at 640 x 360 and 30FPS respectively. Supported platforms: Windows 10 Download Photo Booth Pro (Free) 7. Apowersoft Free Online Screen Recorder If the fluid interface and extensive tool set is a combination you search in a webcam software, you can never go wrong with Apowersoft Free
Online Screen Recorder. In my view, Apowersoft's webcam software is an ideal choice for clicking on images, recording audio files and recording videos. The main screen of the software contains only the basic controls, but once you open the settings menu. you will realize that Apowersoft's service has all
the tools and options to allow you to record your screen activity in any form or format you prefer. Apowersoft Free Online Screen Recorder saves images in multiple formats (PNG, JPG, BMP, etc.), while videos can be recorded in frame rate values vary from 5-60 FPS in a variety of file types such as MP4,
WMV, AVI and FLV among others. You even option to record audio files in different formats such as MP3, AAC, FLAC and also choose from different codecs to your preferences. In case you're wondering, the Apowersoft service also prides itself on integrating Google Drive and Dropbox to allow you to
quickly store your files in the cloud, in addition to the option to share them on YouTube and Vimeo. Supported platforms: Windows 10, macOS Download Apowersoft Free Online Screen Recorder (Free) 8. Ip Camera Viewer In addition to live streaming and video chat, webcams can also play an active
role in monitoring. And one of the best software suitable for the above task is IP Camera Viewer, a webcam software that will allow you to monitor and protect your home and workplace through IP cameras. The software has support for more than 1800 different IP camera models and allows users to
separately configure and customize video properties such as orientation, frame rate, coverage, etc. of each IP camera they have added to the network. The software is able to record videos in three viz. 360p, 480p, and 720p resolutions, which have properties (contrast, saturation, sharpness, etc.) that can
be adjusted manually. Moreover, users can perform digital zoom on the frame even if their IP camera does not have a zoom function. The software is able to add up to four cameras at once and allows users to view their video feed at the same time on a single screen. Supported platforms: Microsoft
Windows 10/8/7/Vista/XP/2012/2008 Download IP Camera Viewer (Free) 9. Camwiz Webcam Recorder Camwiz Webcam Recorder is one of the simplest webcam applications that one can find in the domain, but its only downside is that it is exclusive to the macOS platform, so users registered on the
Windows ecosystem are unlucky. Limited aside, Camwiz has a very clean user interface with all the core recording tools located on the home screen, thanks to the simple three-row arrangement that contains camera switches, recording tools, and adjustment options. A look inside the software's settings
menu shows that Camwiz also comes with some additional convenient features such as Motion Detection, Remote Webcam and Screen Cam shooting. Users can apply effects such as time stamps, night vision and video flip view, recorded at resolutions from 240p to 1080p. What's more, you can also
use Camwiz as a virtual webcam for other apps on your macOS device. Supported platforms: macOS 10.9 or later Download Camwiz (Free, in-app purchases) 10. Windows Camera Although not a third-party software with a lot of editing tools and effects, Windows Camera is working as an effective
webcam software. Windows Camera comes as a breath of fresh air as far as webcam software is concerned, as it brings The user interface is so minimalist that there are only core recording tools on the home screen, occupied almost entirely by the point of view in of the webcam. Microsoft's webcam
software can take pictures in two frame ratios viz.16:9 and 4:3, and comes with four frame grid options including crosshairs and Golden Ratio among others. The video can only be shot at 30FPS frame rate at three resolutions, which is 360p, HD and Full HD. You can also choose to take continuous
photos and activate time lapse mode, which will allow you to take multiple photos in a row until the camera button is pressed again. Supported platforms: Windows 10 Download Windows Camera (Free) Choose the best Webcam Software Well, here are our options for the 10 best webcam software you
can download right now. The software we include in our list has been selected after an in-depth review of their user interface, their versatility and ease of use, not to mention the different requirements of diverse audiences. We hope that you go through the list and choose the one that best suits your
needs. While we're in the subject of webcam software, if you're looking for something that can help you stream games on platforms like Twitch, you should check out our article on the best voice and video chat apps for gamers. You can use these webcam apps with chat apps to further enhance your
streaming experience. Experience.
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